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1. In figu舟， at whlch point is the potentiallowest? (5%) 

(a)8 

(b)A 

(c)AII points are at the same potential 

(d)D 

2. An ideal gas undergoes the process a• b• c• a shown in Figure. The heat gained in 

process a• b is 576 J , While in process b• c the system loses 67 J . In process a• b the 

system performs 320 J of work, while in process c• a work is done on the system in the 

amount of 238 J . How much heat is gained by the system in process c• a?( 5%) 

(a) 238 J 

(b) -256 J 

(c) -427 J 

(d) 毛7J

d 
v 

3. A conical pendulum is formed by attaching a ball of mass m to a strlng of length L, then 

allowing the mass to move in a horizontal clrcle. Suppose the string is known to break if the 

tension exceeds Tc. When the string breaks 自 how fast is it t用velllng? (5%) 

(a) 主

(b) JE 
(c) _ / 1 一品捍

1 一得主持(d) 

作1

4. Suppose we have a massive rope attached to the ceiling. The bottom end of the rope is 

shaken and then released to produce a pulse that travels up the rope. What is the speed of the 

pulse when it is halfway up the rope? (5%) 

(a)3.7 m/s 

(b)4 .7 m/s 

(c)5.7 m/s 

(d)6.7 m/s 

背面仍有題目，請繼續作答
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5. Neutrons are used in a Young's double slit experiment. The '151 bright fringe is found at 9=1 
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degree above th e centra! bright fringe, and the separation between the slits is 1x10.
7 

m. What 

is the speed of the neutrons?(mn = 1.675訓。.22 kg) (5%) 

(a)227 m/s (b)2270 m/s (c) 1.75x10.ø m/s (d)1 75 m/s 

6. A small planet of mass m ìs in a cìrcu lar orbìt of radius r around a star of mass M and rad ius 

R ìn otherwise empty space (assume M >> m so the star is stationary) . Now assume that the 

planet In subject to a viscous force of the form F = -Amv2 \l. Where A is a constant and ~ ís 

the dlrection of motíon . Compute the change in radius of the planet in one orbita! perìod due to 

the vìscous force and the correspond ing radìal vel∞ity based on the assumptìons above, in 

(JJ 白 γ
terms of G, M, r and A. (5%) 

寫
一
心
而

7, For an ideal monatomìc gas, (5%) 

(a)Cp < Cv, 

(b)Cp = cv 
(c) Cp > cv 
(d) More Information is needed to answer th is questíon. 

8. Imagine that a beam of electrons ís beìng fired ín to the parallel plate capacitor as shown , 

The power source has the ability to be adJusted so that the potential dìfference that it provides 

is just enough so that the electrons do not reach the negative plate. If this happens when the 

power source is set to 1 Q, 3V then how fast are the electrons traveling whe門 they enter the 

4- fz 
capacitor? (5%) 

(a)-1.9x106 m/s 

(b)-1 ,7x106 m/s 

(c) -1.5x1 06 m/s 

(d)-1 .3x1 06 m/s 

9. A b!ood platelet drifts along with the f10w of blood through an a內ery that is partia lly blocked 

by deposits. As the plate!et moves from the narrow region to the wider region , It fee!s : (5%) 

(a)a decrease in pressure 

8一→

-"' 1耐翩翩個岫融恥.

(b)decrease to half of original pressure 

(c)no change in pressure 

(d)an increase in pressure 
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10. Two pa間lI el wires are carrying currents as shown In the diagram. The electrons that make 

up the current 12 move at a very slow average speed, In this 呵呵 approximate ly 6.9X10oð m/s. 

What is the magnitude of the magnetic force, that i5 ex甜甜 on one of the moving elect叩門S ln

the wire on the right (lJo = 4TTX10.7 T m/A) (5%) 

(a )3.8x10品 N

(b)4.42X 1 0剖 N

(c)5.2x10羽 N

(d)5 . 5x 1 0品 N

1, - 2.00A 1, - 3.υ0.-<< 

、一一--v-一---"
10.Ocm 

11 . The material to be used for an antireflective coating has index of refraction of 1.25. How 

thíck should the coating be to give the best res ult forλ=500 nm and an angle of incidence of 

30D wlth the normal? (5%) 

(a)120 nm (b)1 50 nm (c)1 80 nm (d) 200 nm 

12. If an object constrained to move along the x-axis has a con5tant positive acceleration , then 

which ONE of the following is TRUE? (5%) 

(8) Its vel∞ity must be positive at all time5. 

(b) It5 velocity must be changing 8t all times. 

(c) It5 5peed must be increasing at all times. 

(d) The net force acting on the 。切ect must be zero. 

13. Refer to the graph below, depicting the potentia l on the x-axis a5 a function of x 

What is the x component of the electric field for points on the x-axis given by the potential 

depicted above? (5%) 

) ,r 
( 

(b) (c) (d) 

2 

(背面仍
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14. Galaxy A moves along the line that connects it to the Ea巾. How fast the galaxy must be 

moving if an absorption lîne found at 550 nm for a stationary galaxy is shifted to 500 nm for the 

earth's observer? Consider this motion as "relativistìc".(c ìs velocìty of light) (5%) 

(a)O. 095c (b)O.01c (c)O.093c (d)O.097c 

15. In f1gure, a coin is right up against the far edge of the mug. In picture (a), the coin is ju:;; t 

hidden from vfew and when the mug is fi lled wìth water (n=1 .33) as in pfcture (b), we can 

almost see the whole coin. If the mug is 5 cm in diameter and 8 cm tall , what is the diameter of 

the coin? (5%) 
a. b. 

(a)1 .34 cm EZZE弋........ :~ J! 

(b)1.52 cm 

(c)1.75cm 、:-
..... 

(d)2 cm 

16. A bowlîng ball (solid , uniform-density sphere of mass M and radius R) rolls wlthout sllpplng 

toward a hìll of maximum height H and varying slope. If the bowling ball starts with linear speed 

Vo at the bottom of the hill , what is its linear speed as it rounds the crest of the hill? (5%) 

(a)[vJ 一阱ri(b) [VJ 一 (gHYri (你

17. A metal block of mass M is attached to a spring of negligible mass and spring constant k 

as shown, and is free to slide on a frìctionless, horizontal surface. A clay ball of mass M/4 is 

們red at the block with velocity V, and sticks to it as shown. The block is initlally at rest and the 

spring is initially uncompressed. Chose an equation for the position of the block as a function 

of time after the colllsion, assuming that at t = 0, the instant of the impact, it is at x = 0 which is 

the unstretched point of the spring. (5%) 

阱 :ZSMGt)

m = vZ叫起t)

(W Zsin(品 t)

(d) X = ~ J豆州拉t)

BHORE ..... posilive X.V Ar-T芷R

v _ 一一二三
~.Q k r一nM/4

自 句 ri10rmM可 M ï 

}.l :{) }.l=。
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18. A circular coil of wire. The coil has 50 windings and a radlus of 5 cm. It has a res istance of 

0.500 . An electromagnet. Basically it acts like a bar magnet except that it 臼n be turned on 

and 0作. It creates a magnetic field with a maximum average strength of 3.00 T. It takes 0.50 s 

for the electromagnet to come up to maximum strength from zero, and 0.50 s to shut down 

from maximum strength. Determine the value of the Induced curren t. (5% 

(a)3.5 A 

(b)4.2 A 

(c}4.7 A 

(d )5.1 A 

19. An LC circuit osci llates with an angular frequency of 1.2x108 radJs. When a second 

capacitor is inserted In series with the original one, the angular frequency becomes 1.6x1 0
8 

rad/s. If the capacitors are replaced by a resistor of 0.020 , the current drops to 1/2 of its 

initialvalue In 3.5 ms. What are the values of the two capacito悶 and of the inductance L? (5%) 

(a)L=0.2 mH; C1= 3 . 9 μ F ; C2= 5 .0μF (b) L=0.1 mH; c1= 3 . 5μF ; c2= 5 .0μF 

(c) L=0.1 mH; C,= 3 . 9μF ; C2= 5 . 3μF (d) L=O.1 mH; C,= 3 . 9 μ F : C2= 5.0μF 

20.A rocket of total mass MO. half of which is fuel , starts at rest on a long horizontal table. The 

coefficient of friction between the rocket and table surfaces i5μ . At time t = 0, the rocket is 

Ignited, ejecting fue l out at a ∞ns出nt rateγ= IdM/dtl wlth velocity Vex relative to the rocket. 

Constant gravitational acceleration 9 acts downward. Assuming that the rocket satisfies this 

requireme叫， what is the maximum speed VMAX achieved by the rocket? (5%) 

(a )v.，x 1n2一昭雪

(b) vex l n2-防守 ì = I望lw2 叫 一 l 9 

但日，mi:3的I \ I\么
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(d)Vexlnh gzfz 


